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By Takesi ISIWATA

Tokyo Gakugei University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Jan. 12, 1961)

We assume here that X is always a completely regular Tl-space
and functions are all continuous and real-valued. It is well known
that various types of convergences are defined for sequences of continuous functions. In this paper, we shall give the characterizations
of spaces in which one of eight types of convergences, listed in 1,
implies some other types of convergences.
1. Definitions. We denote by {f}-.f that {f} converges to
f powsdy on X. We denote {f}-f (unif.) that [f} converges
uiformZy to f. {f}-f (compact) means that {fJ is uniformly convergent to f on every compact subset of X. We shall say that [f}
converges locally uniformly to f({f}->f (loc. unif.)) if for every
e>0 and every point x, there is an open neighborhood U of x and
some integer m>0 such that Uy implies that If,(Y)--f(Y)I< for
every nm. {f.} is said to be strictly continuously convergent to
f({f}->f (str. cont.)) if {f(x.)}-> a implies [f(x.)}--> a. {f] is said
to be continuously convergent to f({f,}->f (cont.)) if {x,}-->x implies
[f,(x,)}-->f(x). f is said to be convergent to f quasi-uniformly
({f,}-->f(quasi-unif.)) if {f}-->f and if for every e>0 and m:0,
there exists a finite number of n, n m (i---1, 2,..., k) such that for
every x in X, If,(x)--f(x)l<e holds for at least one n. {f.} is said
to be almost uniformly convergent to f({f,}->f (almost unif.)) if
every subsequence of {f.} is quasi-uniformly convergent to f.
In the following, in case one type of convergences implies always
the other one type of convergences, for instance, {f,}-->f (unif.) implies always {f}-f, then we write [unif.J->[pointwise]. If U is
an open set, hen a non-negative continuous function f such that
f--0 on X--U, 0_<f_<l and f(x)-=l for some x in U is said to be
an associated function with U. For a given U containing two points
at least, there are many associated functions. If f is an associated
function with an open set U, then V--{x; f(x) 1/2] is said to be an
f-section of U. Let [U.] be a family of open sets and let f be an
associated function with U.; then [f.] is said to be a sequence associated with [U.].
2. Constructions of sequences of functions. (2.1) Suppose that
X is not finite. Then there is a sequence {x} such that each point
x is isolated in {x}. Thus there is, by the regularity, a family {U.}
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of open sets such that UU,--O (an empty set). In the sequel,
such a family {U} is said to be a family of closure-disjoint open sets.
Let If.] be a sequence associated with [U.]. It is obvious that If.]
(almost unif.) but {f,}- (str. cont.) where denotes a function
such that (x)--0 on X.
(2.2) Suppose that X has a convergent sequence [x]x where
x. x (m n) and x x for all n. Let [ U.] be a family of closuredisjoint open sets such that U,x and let [f.] be a sequence associated
with [U] such that f(x.)--I for every n. It is easy to see that
[f}- (almost unif.) but [f.]- (cont.).
(2.3) Suppose that X is not pseudo-compact. Let {U.] be a
locally finite family of closure-disjoint open sets and let [f.] be a
sequence associated with {U.].
(a) {f}- (lot. unif.), {f}- (almost unif.) but [f}- (str.
cont.). Since {U.] is locally finite, for any point x, there is an open
neighborhood which intersects finitely many U.. Thus [f]-p (lot.
unif.). The other parts are obvious.
Let us put g,(x)--,f(x) and k(x)--min(, nf,(x), m).

-

:

/

(?) {g}- ([oc. uif.) but [g,}- (quasi-uif.). The first part
follows from the facts that for a given point z, there are an open
set U containing and m>0 such that g(y)--g(y) for k>m and
y U. The latter part is obvious.
( ) {k}-F: =1 nf (str. cont.) but {k}- F (quasi-unif.). Since
{U.} is locally finite, F(x) is continuous. Suppose that {F(x)}-a.
For any s>0, there is m such that m>a and [F(x.)--a] s for all
n>m. This means that F(x.)----k=+x(x.) for n>m. Thus we have
k(x.)-a. The latter part is obvious.
Let us put hs,--f2, and hg.n-l--g2,-I (n=1,2,...).
( ) {h}- (lot. unif.), {h}- (quasi-unif.) but {h}- (str. cont.)
and [h.}-p (almost unif.). Since [h._l}- (quasi-unif.), we have
{h] (almost unif.). The other parts are obvious.
3. Next implications are obvious: [unif.J-[almost unif.][quasi-unif.], [unif.J-[str. cont.]-[cont.J-[pointwise] and [compactJ cont. ]
Theorem 1. [str. cont.-loc, unif.-compact].
Proof. i) If [f,]--f (str. cont.) but [f,]-f (lot. unif.), then
there is a point x such that [f,]-f (unif.) on some neighborhood U
of x, and hence some >0, there is a sequence [x.] ) in U such that
If,(x,)--f(x,)l. We lose no generality by assuming that

,

,

-

1) There is, in details, a sequence {xn} containing a subsequence {x.} such that
write simply {xn} in stead of {x,} where no ambiguity arises from the abbreviation.

[f.(x.)-f(x.)[_. But we shall
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If(z)--f(Y)I<. Thus, since {f(z)} is bounded in a real line,
Let us put {f(z,)}-. By the assump{f()} has a cluster point
tion, we have {f(z)}-a. This is a contradiction.
ii) Let {f}f (o. uf.) and F be a compact subset of X. For
each z in F, there is an open neighborhood U(z) on which {f}-f
(uif.), that is, for a given $ 0, there is an integer re(z)0 such that
[fn(Y)--f(Y)l< for all n>m(x) and all yU(x). Since F iscompact,
we select a finite open subcovering {U(x); i=1,2,..., n} of {U();
F}. Let m--max {re(x,),-. -, m()}; it is obvious that
< for all n > m and all y e F.
Theorem 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 1) X is
pseudo-compact, 2) [pointwise]-[almost unif.], 3) [str.
[quasi-unif.] 4) [str. cont.]-> [unif.], 5) [loc. unif.]-> [unif.] and
6) [toc. unif.J [str. cont.J.
Proof. 1)-2) (from [1])-->3)-->1) (by (2.3, ’)). 1)*4) [3, Theorem
2],-5) [2, Theorem 2]-->6)-->1) (by (2.3, a)).
Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent: 1) X has
no convergent sequences, 2) [pointwiseJ-->[cont.], 3) [quasi-unif.]->
cont.J and 4) almost unif.J--> [cont.J.
Proof. If there are no convergent sequences, {f,}-->f implies
always {fn}->f (cont.). Thus we have 1)-->2). 2)-->3)-->4) are obvious.
4)--1) follows from (2.2).
Theorem 4. The following conditions are equivalent: 1) any
compact subset of X is finite, 2) [pointwiseJ-->[compact], 3) [quasiunif.J->[compactJ and 4) [almost unif.J-->[compact].
Proof. 1)->2)->3)->4) are obvious. Now suppose that there is
a compact subset F which is not finite. Let {x.} be a sequence in F
such that each x is isolated in Ix.} and let {U,; Ux] be a family
of closure-disjoint open sets and [f] be a sequence associated with
[U,}. It is easy to see that [f}->p (almost unif.) but [f]- (comimplies

pact).
Theorem 5.) The following conditions are equivalent: 1) for
any family {Un} of closure-disjoint open sets, there is a sequence
[y,; yU} which contains a convergent subsequence, 2) [cont.][unif. and 3) [cont.J->[str. cont.J.
Proof. 2)-3) is obvious. We shall prove 1)->2). Let {f,}->f
(cont.) and [f,]-f (unif.); then there is, for some e>0, a sequence
Ix,}" such that If(x,)--f(x,)l>_e. We lose no generality by assuming
that x,
(nm) and each x. is isolated in [x,]. Thus there is a
family lug; U,x] of closure-disjoint open sets where Uny implies

-x

2) (a)-,(b) in Theorem 1 in [4J is in the wrong. In a ch-compactification of a
discrete space, (a)-*(b) does not hold (see Theorem 3 in [5]--a function g, defined in
iii) should be read as follows: gn(a)=l for all n and g(z)--O for zaa).
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that If()-f(y)l<e]2 and If()--f(y)l<e]2 By the assumption,
there is a convergent subsequence {y}(-y). Since {f}-f (cont.),
{f(y,)}-->f(y) implies f(y)-->f(y). On the other hand, since ]f,()
-f(y)l< ]2 and f(x) f(y) <: $]2 we have lim f(x) ---lira f(x:).
This is a contradiction.
By (2.3, a), 2) or 3) implies the pseudo-compactness of X. Thus,
to prove 3)-->1), it is sufficient to show, by Theorem 2, 2)-->1). Suppose that there is a family {U} of closure-disjoint open sets in which
there are no sequences having convergent subsequences. Let {f} be
a sequence associated with {U}. Let {z}->z. By the assumption on
{U}, [J U contains at most finitely many points z. Thus for sufficientl large n, we have f(z)=O, in other words, f(z)->(z)=O.
Since f is associated with U, there is a point z e U such that
f(x)--l, thus it is obvious that {f}-p (unif.).
Theorem 6. The following condi$ions are equivalent: 1) for
any family { U} of closdre-disjoin$ open ses, there is a sequence {x,;
c U} which contains a subsequence contained in a compact set, 2)
[compact]->Vunif.] and 3) [compact]-->[str. cont.].
Proof. 2)-->3) is obvious. We shall show 1)-->2). If {f}-f
(compact) and {f}f (unif.), there is, for some s>0, a family {U.}
of closure-disjoint open sets such that {U.}
and U y implies that [f(x)--f(y)[<s/2 and f(x)--f(y)[<:s/2.
Let {y,; y. e U] be a sequence contained in some compact set F.
Since if]->f (unif.) on F, we have If(y)--f(y)l<e/4 for yeF and
for all n>m where m(:>0) is some fixed integer. From the following inequalities: [f(Y,) --f(Y) < el4, f,(x,) --f,,(y,,) <: e/2" and
If(x,)--f(y.)l<e/2", we have If(x,,)--f.,(x,)l<e. This is a contradiction.
Conversely, by Theorem 1 and (2.3, el), 2) or 3) implies the pseudocompactness of X. Thus, to prove 3)->1), it is sufficient, by Theorem
2, to show that 2)-1). Suppose that there is a family [U] of closuredisjoint open sets which has no sequences having subsequences contained in a compact subset. Let [f] be a sequence associated with
[U]. Then, since any compact subset intersects only finitely many
U., we have [f.}- (compact). On the other hand, it is easy to see
that {f,]- V (unif.).
Theorem 7. The following conditions are equivalent: 1) X is
finite, 2) [pointwise]->[unif.] and 3) [almost unif.]->[str, cont.].
Proof. 1)-2)->3) are obvious. 3)->1) follows from (2.1).
Theorem 8. [cont.J->[compact] is equivalent to the propey
that if each U of family {U} of closure-disjoint open sets intersects
with a fixed compact set, then there is a sequence {x; x U.] which

,

contains a eonvergen subsequenee.
Proof. If {f}-->f (eon.) but {f}-f (compact), there is a compact
set F on which {f}f (unif.). Therefore there is, for some e>0, a
point ," for each n, in F such that f(x)--f()l>e. We can
is isolated in {x}. Let {U; x e U}
assume that
a family of
closure-disjoint open sets. By the assumption, there is a sequence
{y; y e U} which contains a convergent subsequence {y,](y). Since
{f}f (cont.) and f is continuous, we have {f,(y,,)}f(y) and {f(y,)}
f(y). This is a contradiction.
Converly suppose that there is a family {U} of closure-disjoint
open sets such that each U intersects with a fixed compact set F
and any sequence {z; z e U} has no convergent subquences. Let
a sequence associated with {U}; then it is easy to e that
{f}
{A} (cont.) but {A} (compact).
Theorem 9. [comct][loc. unif.] is equivalent to the property
that for any point-finite family {U} of open sets and for a sequence

{f} of associated functions with {U} such that
V 1
where V, is an f,-seetion of U,, there is a comet set intersecting
infinitely many

U.

Proof. Suppose that there is a int-finite family {U] of on
sets and a sequence {f] of asciated fctions with {U.] such that
M=
0 where V is an f-section of U, but there is
no compact subset intersecting infinitely many U.. Since {U} is pointfinite, it is easy to see [f}o on X. Moreover, but the assumption,
any compact set intersects only finitely many U., and hence {f.}
(compact). 0n the other hand, let x eM. Any on neighrhood W
of x contains x, in V, (i=l, 2,...). Thus {f.,} (unif.) on W, that
is, {fJ e (loc. unif.).
Conversely let {f,}f (compact) but {f,}f (loc. unif.). Then
there are some e>0 and a point x such that {f}f (unif.) on every
neighrhoM of x. Thus, since [f,}Z
)-- O(n;e)x
where O(n; i) {y; [L(Y)-- f(Y) [>i] and we shall sum up n, in ca of

=V -UV=

n, grear

than some fixed integer n>0. If we put
g’(Y)- (A(u)- f(u))/- /2 for u; Z(u)-(u)] >/2,
o
for
Then g, is an associated fction with O(n; e/2) and O(n; e)=[y; g(y)
>1/2} is a y,-section of O(n; e/2). It is an immediate consequence
of [f,]f that [O(n;e[2)} is point-finite. Thus by the assumption,
there is a compact set F interacting infinitely many O(n; $]2). This
shows that [f.}f (unif.) on F, and hence {f,]f (comicO. This
is a contradiction.
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